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What are they?



Page experience metrics

This collection of search signals make up 

page experience. They are aimed at 

providing a strong user experience as well 

as a safe browsing environment.



Core Web Vitals

Core Web Vitals are made up of three 

different metrics:

▪ LCP (loading speed)

▪ FID (interactivity)

▪ CLS (stability)



LCP (largest contentful paint)

The measurement of when the largest 
content element is visible within the 
viewport. These elements can be:

- <img>
- <video>
- <image>
- Block level HTML elements (p, h1,h2, 

ol)



FID (first input delay)

Measures a page's responsiveness during 
load. As such, it only focuses on input 
events from discrete actions like clicks, 
taps, and key presses.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5mo8JfIi3HI


CLS (cumulative layout shift)

CLS measures the sum total of all individual 
layout shift scores for every unexpected 
layout shift that occurs during the entire 
lifespan of the page.

layout shift score = impact fraction * 
distance fraction



Why are they 
important?



Speed update

https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2018/01/using-page-speed-in-mobile-searc
h.html

https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2018/01/using-page-speed-in-mobile-search.html
https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2018/01/using-page-speed-in-mobile-search.html


Ranking signal May 2021

https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2020/11/timing-for-page-experience.html

https://webmasters.googleblog.com/2020/11/timing-for-page-experience.html


‘Ranking boost’



Badge

Pages that ‘pass’ the core web vital 
thresholds will get a badge in their search 
result.

It’s subtle so won’t impact CTR but it might 
become synonymous with a good 
experience on mobile.



Measured on a per page basis

https://support.google.com/webmasters/thread/86521401?hl=en

“Core Web Vitals thresholds are assessed at the 
per-page level, and you might find that some 
pages are above and others below these 
thresholds.”

https://support.google.com/webmasters/thread/86521401?hl=en


How to measure 
them?



Chrome User Experience Report

Google use their real-world database of 
Chrome users to measure all of these 
metrics.

This means you’re scored by real users 
and not a machine.



Chrome User Experience Report

All of the field data is stored in the cloud, 
this can be accessed through BigQuery or 
Google Data Studio.

https://g.co/chromeuxdash has been 
updated to these reflect metrics.

https://g.co/chromeuxdash


Chrome User Experience Report

This dashboard allows you to drill down 
into specific issues and see when they 
started to occur.



Chrome Developer Tools

Using the Performance tab in developer 
tools you can see the element which is 
being measured as the LCP.



Chrome Developer Tools

You can use the inbuilt Lighthouse test to 
identify which elements are causing the 
layout shift.



Underneath the enhancement tab you can 
find these metrics grouped by mobile or 
desktop.

Search Console

Underneath the enhancement tab you can 
find these metrics grouped by mobile or 
desktop.



Search Console

URLs are grouped into ‘Similar URLs’ which 
in theory should help you spot issues with 
each individual template.

In practice this just groups hundreds of 
URLs together.



Page Speed Insights

You can the scores test individual URLs in 
page speed insights.

It’s important to differentiate between field 
data and lab data!



MobileDesktop



CrUX Comparison Tool

This tool allows you to test websites at 
both a domain and URL level across 
multiple devices.

It’s great for benchmarking individual URLs 
against competitors.



ScreamingFrog

Screaming Frog (as of yesterday) now 
allows you to crawl a website and use the 
Page Speed Insights API to generate Core 
Web Vitals metrics.



DeepCrawl

DeepCrawl pulls through CLS data when 
JavaScript rendering is enabled.

This helps you gather the scores for all 
pages across a site at scale.



Common issues



Publisher study

Impression recently analysed top 
publishers around the world to 
analyse the core web vitals of top 
publishing websites.

Study

https://www.impression.co.uk/blog/core-web-vitals-study-global-publications/


L’equipe

1                        2                       3

This site scores poorly for CLS as it 
loads in a large list of links which 
are then moved by the cookie 
policy and banner image.



Metro.news

1                              2                              3

The image fading in causes the 
LCP to lengthen due the animation 
waiting to complete.



SCMP.com

1                              2                              3

This site makes space to banner to 
avoid layout shift but fades in the 
image which artificially inflates the 
LCP



CLS

CLS is caused by a wide variety of issues, 
the example on the right shows throughout 
the page load just how much content can 
shift around if not given space to load in 
correctly.

https://www.webpagetest.org/

https://www.webpagetest.org/


Page Speed Insights

Often poor Core Web Vital scores can be 
attributed to the normal areas that 
PageSpeed Insights flags.

These recommendations can be passed on 
to developers to fix.



Users load from around the world!

If you’re site is running a CDN 
these metrics can be impacted.

Understand where traffic is coming 
from as data might have to travel 
very far without a node to help you 
out.



Users load from around the world!

Our client had a poor TTFB which was stemming from 
them not using a CDN. 

This meant their global user base contributed to a poor 
LCP.



Auditing process



1. Create your Core Web Vitals dashboard

Create your dashboard and identify 
common areas to improve.



1. Create your Core Web Vitals dashboard

The dashboard allows you to see when a 
particular issue has started to crop up.

Can ask a developer what changed on the 
site at the time.



2.   Benchmark each template

Use Page Speed Insights to analyse each 
template your site has. This helps you spot 
any particular templates which are causing 
issues. 



3.   Benchmark competitors

Using Netlify you can benchmark individual 
pages against competitors:

https://crux-compare.netlify.app/

This is a great way to get buy in as it 
clearly shows where some sites are 
lacking.

https://crux-compare.netlify.app/


4.   Investigate

Use Chrome Developer Tools to look at 
where the issues are coming from.

Using the performance tab screenshots is 
a great way to illustrate issues.

1                        2                       3



5.   Fix

Send these recommendations through to 
your client/development team and in an 
easy to read and actionable format.



6.   Measure

Refer back to the CrUX report to identify 
progress. 

This can be shared with any stakeholders 
and is great way to showcase a ‘tech seo 
win’.



Takeaways

They are coming in May 2021!

Use the data you have available

Try to understand the issues behind the scores

Content is still king!
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Questions?



hello@impression.co.uk Fothergill House, 16 King Street
Nottingham, NG1 2AS

01158 242 212

Thank you

mailto:hello@impression.co.uk

